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Although strides have been made in improving multinationals' supply chain
accountability, worldwide consumption continues to perpetuate pollution in developing
economies, as well as the negative health consequences associated with such
environmental impacts. A recent study published in the journal Nature estimates that
consumption of Chinese-made goods in Europe and the U.S. can be linked to as many
as 108,600 premature deaths in China from fine particulate matter air pollution. 
 
In an article that references the study's results, Triple Pundit highlights the role of the
Corporate Information Transparency Index (CITI) as an means of identifying which
companies are actively and transparently working to foster environmental sustainability
in their global supply chains. Since supply chain impacts are often far removed from
consumption decisions, consumers can employ the CITI to differentiate which
companies are taking concrete actions and verifying them to minimize pollution
impacts, rather than relying on companies' self-reported data.
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IPE marks ten-year anniversary of green choice initiative with panel discussions
and launch of first "white list"
 
IPE and SEE Foundation jointly convened the "Green Choice Forum: Ten Years'
Progress and Future Outlook" in Beijing on March 22. Representatives from
government, environmental NGOs and international and Chinese brands reflected on
the progress made over the past ten years since the launch of the "green choice"
initiative in 2007 and discussed remaining challenges for green supply chain
development in China, such as how to tap into the power of consumer choice and
green consumption. Paula Pyers of Apple engaged in a dialogue with representatives
from Chinese NGOs on Apple's transformation from supply chain opaqueness to
active and transparent supply chain management, and representatives from Huawei,
Walmart, Esquel, Coca Cola and Panasonic shared their supply chain environmental
management journeys. 
 
A coalition of China's largest property developers also released the first iron & steel
and cement supplier "white list" at the Forum. The white list aims to serve as an
implementation mechanism for the Real Estate Industry Green Supply Chain Initiative
by leveraging the power of market mechanisms to reduce emissions and control
smog. Its launch reflects the progress of domestic Chinese brands toward improving
supply chain environmental performance. 
 
Reuters and Singaporean outlet The Straits Times both reported on the Forum's
outcomes.
 

Apple, Adidas highlight CITI scores and cooperation with IPE in annual
sustainability reports
 
As an increasing number of
brands choose to publicly
report on their progress
against sustainability
initiatives, we're encouraged to
see leading brands
acknowledge in even greater
detail the importance of their
work with IPE in managing the
environmental compliance of
their suppliers in China. Most
recently, Apple and Adidas pointed to their leveraging of the Blue Map database to
check and follow up on suppliers' environmental compliance issues. They also
publicized how this work has been rewarded via their high marks on the Corporate
Information Transparency Index (CITI), which intends to serve both as a means of
benchmarking brands' green supply chain performance and also as a road map to
show brands what steps they can take to improve supply chain environmental
performance. 
 

For example, in its 2017 Supplier
Responsibility Progress Report, Apple
states that, "For the third straight year,
Apple achieved the top score in the
Corporate Information Transparency
Index ('CITI') with a score of over 80,
the first company to do so." Apple lists
concrete figures to show the work it
conducted to earn this score -- closing
196 noncompliance issues, including
23 in 2016 alone. Meanwhile, Adidas'
sustainability report not only highlights
its inclusion in the CITI Top 30 and
position as the top-ranking textile and
apparel brand and second-ranking
brands overall, but also openly

acknowledges all of the efforts it took to achieve this recognition: "These results are not
due to chance. In fact, we have been collaborating with IPE since 2011. Once notified
by them, we partnered with our suppliers to work on their environmental violations until
they were fully addressed. We also conducted monthly screenings of our suppliers'
presence in the IPE database." With these brands' commendable efforts, the question
remains: who will challenge these companies' dominance and keep raising the bar?

Blue Map app's "foul & filthy rivers" module featured as example of citizen
science in "Crowd & Cloud" documentary series

IPE and the "foul & filthy rivers" module on the Blue Map app are featured as an
example of citizen science in the recent four-part documentary series The Crowd &
The Cloud, which is hosted by former NASA Chief Scientist Waleed Abdalati and
premiered on the WORLD channel throughout the month of April. The segment on
the "foul & filthy rivers" project (sometimes translated as "black & smelly rivers")
appears in Episode 2: Citizens + Scientists. The series can be viewed via the highly
interactive Crowd & Cloud website, which also includes profiles of Ma Jun and the
Blue Map App, as well as other featured citizen scientists and their projects. 

POLICY UPDATES & RESOURCES 
 
Policy Updates

Environmental Protection Tax Law of the P.R.C. (English) Passed on December
25, 2017; goes into effect January 1, 2018. A system of pollution taxes will
replace the pollution fee system instituted in 1982.
Water Pollution Prevention and Control Law (Draft) (Chinese) Approved by State
Council for submission to NPC for first review, read English analysis here. June
draft for feedback can be viewed here (Chinese).

Policy Resources

Soil Pollution Action Plan ("Soil Ten") (Unofficial English translation)
Amendments to China's Air Law (passed in August 2015) (English translation)
"Water 10" Action Plan (issued in April 2015) (English translation)
Made in China 2025 (policy summary)
EU-China Environmental Governance Project Policy Resource Center
(Bilingual)
China Hazardous Chemicals Management Resource Center (Bilingual) 
China Law Translate (crowd-sourced English translations of Chinese laws)

RELATED NEWS AND
REPORTS
 
Report Links Global
Trade to Fatal Air
Pollution -- Triple Pundit,
April 10, 2017 
 
China's Increasing Use
of Public Environmental
Data -- China Water
Risk, April 20, 2017

B�LUE MAP APP
LAUCHES ENGLISH
FUNCTION 
 
IPE's Blue Map 4.0 now
includes an English
language function!
Download below:
 

   

Disclaimer: Links are
provided for reference
only. IPE assumes no
responsibility for false or
inaccurate information in
the materials provided in
this newsletter. 
 
If you have feedback or
comments for this
newsletter or IPE, we
want to know! Please
send a message to
ipe@ipe.org.cn. 
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